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I've visited a website and a pop-up said
something like "Your computer has been
locked, send money to xxx or xxx", am I
infected?
Pop ups asking the user to send money to

suspicious cryptocurrency accounts are normally just

phishing pop ups coded into the website on the server side,
making them unable to affect you on the client side (unless

RANSOMWARE GUIDE

I get pop-ups from my browser, even when
I am not using it, saying I need to buy new
antivirus from a website, or it will infect my
PC, have I been infected by ransomware?

... am I safe from further infection?

cybercrime. The free helpline can identify if an attack has

Adware was likely downloaded when accepting the "This

False.

the problem. Any organisation that is concerned

website would like to show you notifications" checkbox

ups will generally prey on the average users fear and may

settings within the affected browsing and clearing cookies

"Oh no! Your antivirus is out of date, click here to fix",
"A Police/Government organisation have locked down this

computer on due to suspicious activity, pending a fine of

£xxx".

"A hacker/virus has encrypted all your files! Pay here at

______ by xx/xx/xxxx or risk losing them!"

Please note that in the above examples, a website is

generally unlikely to detect if your antivirus is out of date.
If you think it is, you can easily check by going into your

antivirus and checking if the latest updates have been

applied. Police and Government "organisations" will

never lock down computers or ask you to pay a ransom to
remove the restrictions. Generic messages stating that a

malicious actor has encrypted your files followed by a time
limit of some sort are designed to make you panic. Do not
worry, simply shutting the browser or webpage will make

this message disappear.

deal with it through the incident response service. The

unlikely to become ransomware as it relies upon the user

adware. (Advertising malware). This type of adware is

or the affected webpage. Do not follow any suspicious link

look like those examples listed below:

Ransomware infection is a serious concern for businesses
and organisations alike. The SBRC is on hand to help you

or

these are generally the result of accidentally downloading

noticing these pop ups in the hope they visit the website.

as they may land you on a malicious website. These pop

Who can help me deal with Ransomware?

"I've been infected however I was able to
restore from new backups ..."

This is unlikely to be the case as pop ups such as

you download an object). These are normally harmless and
can be ignored and avoided by simply closing the browser

"I've been infected but I have recent
backups. If I restore these ..."

when visiting a website. This can be halted by visiting the

and other site data. Within these settings you can normally
find a list of all the cookies you have downloaded. You

Unfortunately, some ransomware payloads are

like timebombs. They have been sitting dormant since they
were first downloaded and have been waiting for certain

conditions to occur before executing. When restoring/

find the cause of the pop up.

Do I need to keep up to date backups if I've
never been infected before?
It is best practice to keep backups for "rainy days".

Ransomware is just one way sensitive data might be

lost, amongst a host of other ways such as device failure

(Example: through physical damage like fire). By keeping

backups, it is possible to mitigate for any loss of data. It is

also important that any cloud services keeping backups can

Police Scotland and has created a cyber response helpline

for SM E's and third sector to help support victims of

taken place and will offer expert guidance to alleviate

about having the right security processes in place can also

use this helpline.

creating backups it is important these are scanned to make
sure they are clean from any possible infection.

may also be able to find the cookie causing the pop-ups.

Clearing browser data may also work if you are unable to

SBRC is in partnership with the Scottish Government and

I followed a suspicious link to a website,
have I downloaded malware?
False,

in most cases. However, if something has been

downloaded it is important to run an antivirus scan and

Businesses can reach the cyber
incident helpline by calling

01786 437 472
weekdays 9am - 5pm.

delete the untrusted file. Most types of virus rely on a

payload being executed by a series of events. Firewalls

Our cyber incident response team will act as your first

execution. It is always possible to remove malware before it

business get operating again. Find out more here

to date, allowing it to quarantine and remove any

https://www.sbrcentre.co.u k/prevent-protect/cyber

can help block remote signals to the payload to prevent

has a chance to execute by keeping anti-virus software up
discovered threats.

point of contact and will be on hand to help your

services/i ncident-response

be disconnected and allow for data to be reverted, in the

case that the local environment becomes infected. Backups
should ideally be kept separately from the network. Multi

Ransomware is illegal, if you
think you have been a victim of
cybercrime the first step is to
contact Police Scotland via calling

factor authentication (MFA) can be utilised to protect
them, however, in the event high value information

must be retrieved in an attack where the admin may be
compromised, the device that administers the backups

should use a privileged access system. (Mitigating malware

and ransomware attacks, 2020)
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